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Circomat is a development of Ecomat, trader in bio-ecological
building materials, when materia matter. Circomat is set up to
extend this
vision to where

circles close.

Maintaining our conviction that natural materials are superior in
keeping our earth, our buildings and its inhabitants healthier, there is

no reason to waste these precious pieces of nature.
We can do

better however in re-using, re-manufacturing and re-

integrating even our re-growable materials before we let them
decompose or have them burnt as biomass.

Circomat develops and distributes in a circular
way bio-digestive and natural building materials
and components. As products for sale, as
products to rent and as products as a service.
If we add materials that are not natural, they will need to be very
circular recuperable and reusable.
We are convinced that in this way we can remain providing customers
with a bio-ecological option for materials they build their homes with.
As times change and our society changes, the need for temporary

solutions

that can be used for shorter periods of time and in

changing constellations, will prevail. Recuperating resources like waste
that is produced every day is fantastic. but we believe people shouldn’t
live in unbreathable boxes of recycled plastics. People should be living
in urban

and recycled woods.

And we are here to help our customers in surrounding themselves, in
their homes or at work with healthy materials. Without having to
freeze their savings in buying solutions that only prove their worth in
time. Our world and the life we lead move too fast for that!

We want to free people!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Free to choose for buy, rent or sell back
Free to choose healthy home or office materials
Free to choose durable but temporary solutions
Free to be creative with our remountable components
Free to change their place, feel, looks and technical function
Free to choose your taste and not feel guilty

Just choose what is more suitable for you : buy , rent or sell back.
If you are a person that likes to leave options open for any possible
change in your life, you might consider

the buy option.

Our

circular products are remountable so you can just move them around,
change their position, or maybe even their function. One time you
make a change and reuse the product or component in another
setting, the price of circularity is already paid for. But who says you will
only change once?
Moreover : once you don’t need the Circomat product anymore, you
can always sell it to someone else. If you take care of it, the value of
your investment will be almost as high as when you bought it. Isn’t that
why you bought a circular product in the first place?

Shops, museums or exhibitors might be attracted to the idea of

renting one of our circular components. As their need
for a momentary solution is high, also the technical quality and maybe
the natural aspect can be searched for. Circomat offers the
opportunity to make use of these products for only a short period. You
need dividing walls to hang up your paintings or you want to create
experience rooms that are sound proof for that art installation? You
are a startup and in search for components to install a pop up store?
Rent and then you can still decide to buy your window walls or fitting
rooms!

Our

Products As A Service (PAAS)

will take care of

installation, repair, refurbishment and recollection along the years to
come.
You want the perfectly glossy wooden floor as a service? The best
sound proof dividing wall that can follow your change of style during
the years? You want a sleeping room with no radiation waves causing
headaches? You move outside your rented apartment and want to
take along your clayplastered wall before the landlord starts
complaining?
We will develop PAAS as the market is prepared to pay a fee for not
worrying about constructing or building that healthy environment.
Knowing there’s a company that takes care of it with healthy , natural
and circular solutions. After all, most of us have other things to do!

Circomat wants to become a center of

natural and circular

material-flows. As we try to recuperate as much as we can, we
will set up partnerships with companies that can help us refurbish
anything we buy back. Workshops and Repair Centers will
evidently become a full part of our loops. We will work with locally
integrated partners who know how to handle recuperated materials
that are present today screaming to be reused.
As we make our products as ecological as possible, we will use

Urban Mining as a strategy to diminish the ecological footprint
of our more custom made offerings.

Our distribution

system will be based on shared lorries, water

transportation alternatives, city hubs and last green mile cargo bike
home deliveries.
How else could we?

